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Anthony lakes oregon cabin rentals

Antone Creek Lodge is a newly created park/camping ground with park models and tiny houses built by Rich Daniels and the crew of Rich's Portable Cabins of North Powder Oregon. Stay in cabins that have made RPC Inc. a success over the past 20 years and a leader in the fleet model industry. This park is located on
the rich and Lori Daniels property along the Anthony Lakes Highway in the Elkhorn Mountains, and just 10 miles from Anthony Lakes. Discover the pure, clean water of Antone Creek - which extends just 50' from the cabins - and the sound of cascading water outside your cabin window. ACL currently has 4 cabins to
choose from, and accommodation for 2-5 people depending on the model. The cabins are located in private and are accessible to all age groups. Choose from two Classic Double Lofts, a Camp Cabin Studio or an NC loft with slides. All cabins are full featured and set up for comfort. Ideally located as the closest
accommodation to Anthony Lakes Mountain Resort, so you can stay in the snow or escape the heat of the valley. ACL borders the national forest and is the starting point of a great outdoor adventure. Featured in this list is the Camp Cabin. Classified as a studio, this model has the largest room of all our cabins offered. It
has a kitchenette with 1 sink for the kitchen and bathroom. Get the full list Earn up to $42k a year by renting your property on HomeAway.com. Located on our 320-acre family property with a conservation easement, the Orville Chandler Ranch Vacation Home offers privacy and comfort with immediate access to the
natural world. Located in the... Antone Creek Lodge is a newly created park/camping ground with park models and tiny houses built by Rich Daniels and the crew of Rich's Portable Cabins of North Powder Oregon. Stay in cabins that... Antone Creek Lodge is a newly created park/camping ground with park models and
tiny houses built by Rich Daniels and the crew of Rich's Portable Cabins of North Powder Oregon. Stay in cabins that... Another example of the Classic Double Loft built by Rich and his crew. This cabin has a full-length side porch and entrances with great privacy. Located just 50' from Antone Creek, this cabin... Leisure
enthusiasts dream at home! Enjoy a beautiful newer lodge-style home at the base of the Blue Mountains. Itâ ™ is almost as close as you can get to Anthony Lakes Mountain Resort, public... goodideazs, LLC is not affiliated with the authors of this post and is not responsible for its content, including accuracy authenticity
must be independently verified. Pretty much| Advertise| The terms| Privacy| Contact A Greater Town Copyright © 2007-2018 goodideazs, LLC. All rights reserved. Please support the excellent properties below when planning your trip to Anthony Lakes Mountain Resort. As a guest at one of our partners, you will receive a
reduced ticket for skiing. Just take take good (provided by your host) at the ticket window to buy. No pre-purchase required. Traditional bed and breakfast Whole Cabin 4 guests 2 beds 1 bathEnchanting A-FrameQuiet, Private, Enchanting, Rustic Cabin 20 minutes from the charming historic town of Baker City, nestled in
the foothills of the Elkhorn Mountains, 30 minutes from the Anthony Lakes ski resort. Outgoing plumbing only (no running water). There is a stream on the aft deck that flows most of the year. Pets are welcome, but please notify the host. Sleep 4 (1 bed, 1 futon), the price is 2 people. 4WD December-March. No Internet,
TV service or freezer. There is no denying that this was a bizarre year that required some adjustments. Anthony Lakes Mountain Resort maintains the fun of winter by putting in place some new guidelines, which in turn will benefit you by staying with us! As one of Anthony Lakes Lodging's partners, we are able to provide
vouchers that will give you not only preferential access to the resort, but also a discount! Our little cabin #3 the best base camp for all our adventures in the Anthony Lake area! So clean, quiet and perfectly located, with access to all the pleasure of nature we wanted. We cooked all our meals in the small kitchen or on the
fire, hiked and swam a few minutes from the cabin and slept every morning in the comfortable bed. We'll be back as soon as possible! Mike Antone Creek Lodge is the closest accommodation to Anthony Lakes Mountain Resort, as it is only nine miles down the road! The park's cabins offer comfortable accommodation for
those looking to explore the great outdoors or just get a taste of tiny home life. Whether it's to escape the summer heat or enjoy winter mountain activities, Antone Creek Lodge is a great place to stay. Located just nine miles from the popular attraction, Anthony Lakes Mountain Resort, ACL offers a comfortable place to
stay close to Anthony's many activities such as mountain biking, hiking, fishing, lake activities, skiing, snowboarding, and more. Antone Creek Lodge is also along the picturesque Elkhorn byway, offering the beauty of nature just outside the window. The immaculate Antone Creek extends only fifty feet from the cabins.
The park is a family environment. Kids will love the cabin lofts. Come celebrate your special events here! Birthdays, small weddings, birthdays, holidays! Send an email to book the entire park for your special meetings. We now offer gift cards to give a loved one or friend a well-deserved relaxing vacation! The perfect
Christmas present! Incredible frame. The cabins were clean, quaint, fun, rejuvenating, and as new! Full bathroom conveniences and stacked washing machine dryer, gas range, oven, microwave, coffee maker, full-size refrigerator with freezer, convection oven, table gas barbecue, outdoor chairs, fireplace, dining area,
loft, the features were just right the pleasant and perfect top for a relaxing or adventurous moment in the mountains. We had our 2 children with us, the loft slept comfortably distributed to us. Some game boards, books, DVDs and a relaxing bean bag chair were provided for us night owls to enjoy. I saw some wild deer in
the car. The property was perfect close 20-40 minutes outside Baker City, just 15-20 minutes outside of Haines. Waking up at Creek Views in Cabin 2 was like a scene from a storybook. The children play in the small shallow stream just to the right of the cabin where small bridges have been set to adventure on the
property. Just 10 minutes up the road was anthony Lakes, Mud Lake, Black Lake, and elkhorn trails, day use areas, and campgrounds in Wallowa National Parks, just before the Anthony Lakes Ski Lodge. The communication from the hosts was impeccable especially as we booked so at the last minute. Rich came by
just before we left to make sure everything was okay. Great hosts with great communication and an incredible talent for building these small houses. Will surely be back! Thank you Rich and Lori! -Jaylicia This place was beautiful and nestled in the wonderful outdoors. Very easy to find and simple. The place was
extremely clean and had fun amenities such as games and movies. The stream near us was wonderful to listen to at night. All in all, I would love to come back and stay here! -BriannaTha is a small haven of relaxation above the creek. Expect to relax and feel rejuvenated. -KarynRich was wonderful to welcome our late
and very friendly arrival. The loft upstairs has a cute little VHS TV which was a nice surprise for our son. The noise from the road was not a problem at all for us, even when renting a superior cab closer to the road. We loved that both glass front doors opened. The porch with rocking chairs is a soothing place to enjoy
your coffee. We even saw a couple of deer leaping across the road. Large parking lot. -Lisa Big little house! The place was very clean and had great know-how. I felt much bigger than he was. Very functional for our family of 4. -JordanA clean, quiet and serene cabin. Perfect for a couple escape weekend. -MichealA
beautiful location that was hard to leave. The cabin provided all the comforts of the home. -Linda and PaulWeek-end peaceful in the woods. Everything was clean, worked perfectly. The owner was friendly and helpful. The worst part, to have to leave. We enjoyed our stay and hope to return soon. -Patricia Super small
cabin- super clean and an excellent base camp location for hiking and other outdoor adventures. We will return to Rich's when we get the chance! -Mike and Jill Beautiful Cabin! Ideal place for a weekend -Allie Check in opens at 3pm and departure is at 10am. Before your visit, we will send you registration instructions in
your own way with instructions for driving, driving, driving, and how to register. We hope to give you the best possible experience by staying in our park. There are popular attractions for nature lovers just up the road, with Antone Creek Lodge offering comfortable accommodation to get back to. The beautiful Anthony
Lakes Mountain Resort is just 9 miles from the Antone Creek Cabin Road. Swimming, fishing and more water activities are a great way to enjoy the summer months. Anthony's many trails are a great place to hike and cycle. In winter, it's a great place to enjoy the snow while skiing, snowboarding and snowshoeing. In
other words, it's a great place to enjoy the beauty that the region has to offer, no matter the season. Throughout the year, various events are also offered, which are on Anthony's website. Antone Creek extends only fifty feet from the cabins. It is full of sparkling clean water, mossy rocks and small rainbow trout. As it
works so close, it makes that wonderful sound that you can't find anywhere else, that you can listen to just outside the window of your cabin. So skip the whale sounds and listen to the stream instead! If you really want the full creek experience during your stay, we recommend staying in Cabin 2. Its view overlooks the
creek. The collection area of the fireplaces, which is deprived of the cabin, is even closer. During the warmer months, you and your family can enjoy a picnic by the creek. During the winter, the creek transforms into a serene snapshot of a frozen winter wonderland. Wonderland.
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